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1 out of 26 Ray Romano Have children like living in a frat house - nobody sleeps, it's all broken, and there's a lot of throwing. 2 out of 26 Nia Vardalos Being a mother to me means that you've accepted that for the next 16 years of your life, you'll have sticky wallets. 3 out of 26 Milton Berle If evolution really works, how come the mother
only has two hands? 4 out of 26 Jimmy Fallon I thought I wouldn't be annoying people, but as soon as Winnie was born, I showed iPhone snaps to taxi drivers. 5 out of 26 Jerry Seinfeld The two-year-old is like having a blide, but you don't have the top for him. 6 out of 26 Erma Bombeck When my kids became wild and untrue, I used a
nice and safe playpen. When they finished, I climbed out. 7 out of 26 @SarcasticMommy4 8 out of 26 Anonymous You know you're old when you barely do anything all day but still need sleep to keep doing anything. 9 out of 26 @toni_hammer 10 of my 26 Anonymous children turned out like me. Well played, karma. Played well. 11 out of
26 Anonymous 90% of parenting just think about when you can lie down again. 12 of the 26 @SarcasticMommy4 13 of my 26 Anonymous likes when my kids told me they were bored. It's as if women stand in front of a sink full of dirty dishes is where you go to get ideas on how to unpretententic. 14 out of 26 Anonymously I like to be
Pinterest's mother. But it turns out I'm more of an Amazon Prime mother. 15 out of 26 Anonymous It's like nobody in my family appreciates that I stay all night overthinking for them. 16 of The 26 Phyllis Diller Cleaning your home while your kids are still growing up is like inducing a floppy leg before it stops snow. -Phyllis Diller 17 of 26
@jocieopc 18 of 26 @daniahmed_ 19 of Anonymous 26 And then I thought to myself, What's the point of cleaning if my family would continue to stay here? 21 of the 26 @SarcasticMommy4 Being a mother means children are hitting at bathroom doors like SWAT, asking for a drink, while you're in a shower. And Dad was in the kitchen.
See more of @SarcasticMommy4 » 22 of the 26 Olinghouse Lane The fastest way for parents to get the child's attention is to sit down and look comfortable. —Lane Olinghouse 23 of 26 @ksujulie 25 of 26 @loud_momma Parenting shouts 'you only have snacks!' repeatedly until you give in and others See more than @loud_momma » 26
of 26 WATCH: 20 Best Parenting Memes 2017 have thought about, argued, and written about life for the millennium. Sometimes, no matter the circumstances, humor can help with healing or understanding—and sometimes you just have to laugh. It's all about perspective. Alan Bennett's Life is a bit like lead sardines—we're all looking for
keys. Carl Sandburg's Life is like an onion: you peel it from one layer at a time, and sometimes you cry. Charles Schulz's Life I don't have no direction, no purpose, no meaning, but I am happy. I couldn't think of it. What do I do right? Charlotte Bronte's Life is so constructed that events don't, can't, won't, match expectations. Elbert Hubbard
Do not take life too seriously. You won't get out of it alive. Douglas Adams Life... like grapefews. It's orange and squishy and has a few pips in it, and few people have half for breakfast. Friedrich Nietzsche He who has why life can bear almost anything how. Alice Roosevelt Longworth I have a simple philosophy: Fill what's empty. Clear
what's full. Scratches where it's itching. George Bernard Shaw's Life doesn't stop being funny when people die more than that no longer seriously when people laugh. Anatole France On average humans don't know what to do with his life yet wants another one that will last forever. J.P. Getty My Formula for success increased early,
working late and oil strikes. T.S. Eliot Travel, not arrival, things. Ralph Waldo Emerson Don't follow where the route can lead, go the opposite where there is no way and leave a trail. Winston Churchill If you're going through hell, keep going. Douglas Adams There is a theory stating that if ever anyone discovered what the Universe was for
and why it was here, it would disappear immediately and replace with something more bizarre and inevitable. There is another theory stating that this has happened. Mark Twain Age is a thought issue on the matter. If you don't mind, it doesn't matter. Ray Kroc Luck is a sweat dividend. The more you sweat, the luck you get. Mahatma
Gandhi There is more life than increasing its speed. Maya Angelou I have learned that you can tell a lot about someone in a way (s) she handles these three things: rainy days, loss of luggage, and angled Christmas tree lights. Abraham Lincoln Everyone intends to live long, but no one will be old. My mother knew God wouldn't give me
anything I couldn't handle. I just wish He didn't trust me so much. Robert Louis Stevenson Don't judge every day by the harvest you replay, but by the seeds you grow. W. Somerset Maugham It's a funny thing about life; if you refuse to accept anything but the best, you often get it. Mark Twain What you need in this life is ignorance and
confidence, and then success is for sure. Voltaire Life is a wreckage but we must not forget tossing in a live boat. Sydney Harris When I hear someone sick, It's hard,' I'm always sedaled to ask, 'As opposed to what?' Terry Pratchett Wisdom came from experience. Experience often stems from a lack of wisdom. Jim Harrison's simple act of
opening a bottle of wine has brought greater happiness to the human race than all collective governments in the history of the earth. W.H. Auden Auden everything here on earth to help others; what's on the rest of the earth here for me doesn't know. Abraham Lincoln The best thing about the future is that it comes one day at a time.
Bernard Baruch Be where you are and say what you feel, because those who care don't matter and those who don't mind. Dalai Lama If you think you're too small to make a difference, try to sleep with a cdive. Dorothy Parker Cure for nudity is curiosity. There is no cure for curiosity. Douglas Adams Man, who is almost unique in having
the ability to learn from the experiences of others, is also unusual to disinclination obviously they are to do so. George W. Bush To you who received the honor, award, and differences, I say, 'Well done.' And to student C, I say you too, could be president of the United States. Marriages can be made in heaven, but they certainly need to be
managed here on earth. That's easier said than done. Take a failure on the funny side of the wedding. This funny wedding quote is good pressure busters. They make you laugh at the wedding banalities. When you read funny wedding quotes, you realize that even a perfect marriage has an inherent disadvantage but the disadvantage
adds to the wedding charm. Ogden Nash: To keep your marriage full, with love in a loving cup, when you wrongly admit it; every time you properly close. Bill Cosby: For two people in the wedding to live together day after day is undeterred a miracle the Vatican has overlooked. Patrick Murray: I've been bad luck with both of my wives. The
first one left me and the second was not. Gloria Steinem: I have yet to hear a man asking for advice on how to combine marriage and career. Groucho Marx: Some people claim that marriage interferes with romance. There is no doubt about it. Anytime you have a romance, your wife is bound to intervene. Agatha Christie: An archaeologist
is the best husband a woman can have: the older she gets, the more interested she is in it. Milton Berle: A good wife always forgives her husband when she's wrong. Zsa Zsa Gabor: A man is incomplete until she gets married. After that, he finished. Henry Youngman: Some people ask our long marriage secrets. We take the time to go to
the restaurant twice a week. A little light candles, dinner, soft music and dance ... he went Tuesday, I went Friday. Joyce Brothers: My husband and I never consider divorce... murder sometimes, but never divorced. Homer: there is nothing untoward or more admired than when two people who see the house keeping an eye as men and
wives, confusing their enemies and delighting their friends. Rodney Dangerfield: My wife and I are happy for 20 years... then we met. Rita Rudner: I think guys who have pioneered ears are more ready for marriage. They have experienced pain and bought jewellery. Updates. Nash: Marriage is a two-man alliance, one of whom never
remembers birthdays and the others who never forgot. Lord Byron: All tragedies are finished by death, all comedy by marriage. Phyllis Diller: Whatever you might look like, marry a man of your own age - as your beauty fades, so will his sight. Katharine Hepburn: If you want to sacrifice the admiration of many men for one's criticism, go
continue... Married. Joyce Brothers: Marriage is not just a spiritual communist; it also remembers to take rubbish. George Lichtenberg: Love is blind, but the marriage restores its vision. There are funny quotes and then there are funny quotes. Some really make you guffaw, while others rarely make your lips curly in mirth. Indeed, there are
only a few award-winning excitement quotes that make you laugh repeatedly. Here are some really funny quotes that are different than others and have stood the test of time. Colonel Sanders There is no reason to be the richest person in the cemetery. You can't do business from there. Roseanne Barr Experts say you can't hit your kids in
anger. When is the time good? When do you feel festive? W.C. Fields I am free of all prejudices. I hate everyone equally. Milton Berle They finally came up with a perfect office computer. If it makes a mistake, it blames other computers. George Gobel If it weren't for electricity we would all be watching television with candlelight. Groucho
Marx I found television very educating. Whenever someone turns on the set, I go to another room and read a book. Voltaire It's dangerously right when the government is wrong. Oscar Wilde With the continuous permanent permanent permanent of a man turns himself into a permanent public temptation. My grandmother's Ellen
DeGeneres started walking five miles a day when she was sixty. He's ninety-seven now, and we don't know where hell he is. Tommy Cooper You know, someone actually praises me on my drive today. They left little note on the windscreen, it said 'Parking Fine.' Oscar Levant Roses is red, blue violets, I'm schizophrenic, and so do I. Flip
Wilson If you think nobody cares if you're alive, try missing some car payments. Joey Adams If it wasn't for the fact that TV sets and refrigerators so far apart, some of us wouldn't get any exercise at all. My Theory Mike Myers is that all Scottish cuisine is based on bold. Emo Philips I walked into Fifth Avenue today and I found the wallet,
and I'll keep it, rather than reinstate it, but I think: good, I lost a hundred and fifty dollars, how would I feel? And I realised I wanted to be taught a lesson. Steven Wright If at first, you were unsuccessful, then skydiving definitely wasn't for you. Robin Williams Why do they call it a rush hour when nothing moves? Jerry Seinfeld There is no
fun things for the whole family. Joan Rivers I knew I was an unwanted baby when I saw that my bath toys were preding and radio. Larry David When you don't worry about being successful, you can work with complete freedom. Lewis Black Do you know what 'meteorology' means in English? That means a liar. West Mae When I'm good,
I'm very good. But when I was bad I was better. Alice Roosevelt Longworth If you don't get anything nice to say about anyone, come sitting next to me.
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